THE CODE OF JUSTINIAN, AMERICA AND FORCED SUBMISSION TO THE TRINITY GOD AND THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

Justinian's Code is a collection of laws that were established during the reign of emperor Justinian I in the 6th century, and there are two very interesting points concerning Justinian and his code of law. The first point of interest is what is contained in that code of law. Let us take a look:

"CONCERNING THE MOST EXALTED TRINITY AND THE CATHOLIC FAITH, AND PROVIDING THAT NO ONE SHALL DARE TO PUBLICLY OPPOSE THEM ... We order all those who follow this law to assume the name of Catholic Christians, and considering others as demented and insane, We order that they shall bear the infamy of heresy; and when the Divine vengeance which they merit has been appeased, they shall afterwards be punished in accordance with Our resentment, which we have acquired from the judgment of Heaven ... Let those who do not accept these doctrines cease to apply the name of true religion to their fraudulent belief; and let them be branded with their open crimes, and, having been removed from the threshold of all churches ... No one, whether he belongs to the clergy, the army, or to any other condition of men, shall, with a view to causing a tumult and giving occasion to treachery, attempt to discuss the Christian religion publicly in the presence of an assembled and listening crowd ... the violators of this law shall not go unpunished ... and shall be subjected to the punishment prescribed by law according to the power of the court." (THE CIVIL LAW - The Enactments of Justinian, S.P.Scott - source and pdf here)

Please note: There are many today who criticize the translation of S.P.Scott above and declare the translation of Fred H.Blume to be more accurate. But if you read the translation of Fred H.Blume, you will see that although much of the wording is different, the basis of the law is the same, which is submission to the Trinity god and Roman Catholic Church. See here for source of annotated notes of Blume's translation, or download pdf here.

Do you see what the code of Justinian enforces? Submission to the Trinity god and Roman Catholic Church and a ban on any teaching that opposes the Trinity or Catholic doctrines.

Now let us look at the second interesting point concerning this and how America fits into it. Did you know that in the house chamber of the US Congress where laws are passed, they have portraits of people from history that are, quote ... "noted for their work in establishing
the principles that underlie American law." (source). Not only do they have portraits of two popes heavily involved in the inquisition, they also have a portrait of, you guessed it, Justinian I:

"Justinian I (c. 483-565) Byzantine emperor. Appointed Tribonian to compile and consolidate the Roman legal code into the Justinian Code, which he supplemented with a collection of rulings and precedents." (source)

They even mention Justinian's code and say that his work "established the principles that underlie American law." What is Justinian's code all about? Submission to Roman Catholic Church teaching and the Trinity god. So what kind of laws are we going to see America enforce one day soon? Well, who are the people running the country? Who are the people in charge of the courts? Roman Catholics! And what does Revelation 13 tell us America (the second beast) is going to do? Cause the world to worship the first beast, which is Papal ROME! And do we have anything on the law books in America that reflect Justinian's code? Oh yes!

"...In this connection let me say, gentlemen, that the District of Columbia has just the same kind of a Sunday law as that of Ohio. This law of the District of Columbia was in force when this book was issued which I hold in my hand, which was April 1, 1868; and I am told that this law (which I will read) was re-enacted in 1874. I now quote from the law. Section 1 provides that- If any person shall DENY THE TRINITY, he shall, for the first offense, be bored through the tongue, and fined twenty pounds; ... and for the second offense, the offender being thereof convict as aforesaid, shall be stigmatized by burning on the forehead with the letter B, and fined forty pounds; and for the third offense, the offender being thereof convict as aforesaid, shall suffer death, without the benefit of the clergy.' Section 10 of the same law has this:- 'No person whatever shall do any bodily labor on the Lord's day, commonly called Sunday ... Now, gentlemen, that law has never been repealed." (Arguments on the Breckinridge Sunday Bill - source)

You can also see the above confirmed in the book "American State Papers Bearing on Sunday Legislation" from 1911 - You can download the book HERE. Search for the word "Trinity" and you will see the references.

"There is now, on the statute-books of this District, an old Maryland law which has never been repealed, under which a person convicted of denying the Trinity, received the mark 'B' in his forehead [reading statute of date Oct. 26, 1723]." (Review and Herald, Feb.4, 1890, Vol.67, No.5, p.74 - SOURCE)

What is still on the statute books of America? The Sunday rest laws [Blue laws]. And what law on the statute books is in 'direct connection' to the Sunday rest law? The law that anyone who publicly denies the trinity will be persecuted. Just like Justinian's code! And we know that according to the Catholic Church, Sunday is directly connected to the trinity god ... "every Sunday is devoted to the honor of the Most Holy Trinity, that every Sunday is sanctified and consecrated to the triune God." (source) ... "Question 1092. What is Sunday, or the Lord's Day in general? A. It is a day dedicated by the Apostles to the honour of the most holy Trinity." (The Douay Catechism of 1649)

"It will also be noticed that this 'league' [The International Sunday Observance League] has other plans besides the intention to prosecute those who will not bow to their man-made
Perhaps they will prosecute **those who do not believe in the Trinity**. Their, spiritual ancestors, the Puritans, considered the arrest and punishment of those who rejected this church dogma as something pleasing to the Deity ... **The doctrine of the Trinity and the sacredness of Sunday are both orthodox plums of marvelous sweetness to the ministerial too.**” (Review and Herald, Nov.20, 1894, Vol.71, No.46, p.730 - **SOURCE**)

Friends, America has been taken over by the Roman Catholic Church and just as Revelation 13 says, America (the second beast) has made an 'image' of Papal Rome and will *speak and cause* (enact laws) for the world to worship the Papal Church of Rome (first beast). Those laws will be the very laws already on the statute books of America that are based upon Justinian's code, which is submission to the Trinity god of Rome and her Sunday rest, both of which are *orthodox plums* of Roman Catholic tradition that go **against** JEHovaH and His express commands. This will be the **mark of the beast** test friends. The churches are already disfellowshipping people for opposing the false Trinity god. So what are the churches doing? Submitting to Rome, rather than Jehovah. And Satan is going to once again bring the whole world under subjection to Roman Catholic doctrine and law.

Please seek the truth that is in Jesus Christ and do not be deceived by the various churches of today, as they have virtually all gone back to their 'mother' the Roman Catholic Church in this ecumenical movement. And what is the ecumenical movement based upon? The TRINITY. See our page **ECUMENISM AND THE TRINITY** for more on that. Friends, as Revelation 13 tells us, persecution is coming to those of us who stand upon the truth of God's Word. But fear not ...  

*John 16:33* ... 'These things I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might have peace. **In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good cheer; I have overcome the world.**'